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the land forms among which the Khirghiz have their home. It is a won-
derful experience to start in the broad plain and ride southward on horse-
back, with the Khirghiz. At first our vision is limited only by the un-
broken horizon, except where distant blue mountains break the skyline
far to the south. The next day's march brings us among low hills; then
the hills become so high and numerous that the trail winds up a valley
instead of going straight toward its destination. After several days' rid-
ing, we enter a mountain gorge, where the cliffs rise steeply on each side
and the trail can scarcely find a foothold. Soon there is no room at the
bottom of the gorge, and the trail must zigzag up a steep rocky slope.
There a misstep, or a slip on an unnoticed bit of ice, sometimes sends a
horse tumbling hundreds of feet into the river. Finally, the gorge opens
out upon a fine plateau, where broad, green, basin-shaped plains lie pleas-
antly spread out at heights of 8,000 to 12,000 feet. On every side rise snow-
covered mountains, wonderfully tinted with blue or pink, and studded
here and there with glaciers. Such are the wandering places of the
Khirghiz nomads.
The Part Played by Water Bodies. In the land of the Khirghiz there
are salt lakes such as Balkash in the desert lowland, and fresh lakes of
rare beauty, such as Issik Kul among the mountains. These, however,
have little effect on the lives of the nomads, except that certain dry lake
bottoms furnish salt. Far more important are the rivers; not only do they
serve as drinking places for cattle, but they have carved the valleys up
which the Khirghiz climb to the mountains. Such rivers are very hard to
cross when the snow is melting in the spring. Sometimes a Khirghiz
horseman tries to cross when the water is too high; his horse stumbles amid
the boulders; and horse and rider are swept down several hundred yards
in the icy water. Sometimes the streams cannot be crossed until the trail
approaches their sources far out of its direct course.
One of the most noticeable habits of the Khirghiz rivers is the sudden-
ness with which they rise. By night in summer the mountains are cold
and no snow melts, so that in the morning the rivers are low. By day
there is much melting, and the streams swell rapidly. In some rivers the
flood comes down at a regular hour each day. In traversing the valley of
such a'river the Khirghiz often urge their horses to a gallop in order to
reach a ford before the thick muddy tide of melted snow comes pouring
down.
To the Khirghiz the most important water is the springs beside which
they camp. Among the mountains these are numerous, but in the dry
lowlands, far from the rivers, their rarity makes them very precious. In
summer large stretches are uninhabitable because no drinking water is
obtainable.

